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Abstract

In this paper� we present a statistical method to es�
timate the usefulness of a search engine for any given
query� The estimates can be used by a metasearch en�
gine to choose local search engines to invoke� For a
given query� the usefulness of a search engine in this
paper is de�ned to be a combination of the number
of documents in the search engine that are su�ciently
similar to the query and the average similarity of these
documents� Experimental results indicate that the pro�
posed estimation method is quite accurate�

� Introduction

Many search engines have been created on the In�
ternet to help ordinary users nd desired data� Each
search engine has a corresponding database that de�
nes the set of documents that can be searched by the
search engine� Usually� an index for all documents in
the database is created and stored in the search engine
to speed up query processing�

The amount of data in the Internet is huge �it is be�
lieved that by the end of ����� there were more than
�

 million web pages ����� and is increasing rapidly�
Employing a single search engine for all data in the In�
ternet is unrealistic because its processing power and
storage capabilitymay not scale to the virtually unlim�
ited amount of data� In addition� gathering all data in
the Internet and keeping them reasonably up�to�date
are extremely di�cult if not impossible�

A more practical approach to provide search ser�
vices to the entire Internet is the following two�level
approach �the approach can be generalized to more
than two levels�� At the bottom level are the lo�
cal search engines� A metasearch engine is built on
top of them� A metasearch engine is just an inter�
face and it does not maintain its own index on doc�
uments� However� a sophisticated metasearch engine
maymaintain certain characteristic information about
each local search engine �called the representative of
the search engine� to provide better service� When a
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metasearch engine receives a user query� it rst passes
the query to the appropriate local search engines� and
then collects �sometimes� reorganizes� the results from
the search engines used� The advantages of this ap�
proach are �a� user queries can be evaluated against
smaller databases in parallel� resulting in reduced re�
sponse time� �b� updates to indexes can be localized�
i�e�� the index of a local search engine is updated
only when documents in its database are modied�
�Although local updates may need to be propagated
to the metadata that represent the contents of local
databases� the propagation can be done infrequently
as the metadata are typically statistical in nature and
can tolerate certain degree of inaccuracy�� �c� local in�
formation can be gathered more easily and in a more
timely manner� and �d� the demand on storage space
and processing power at each local search engine is
more manageable�

When the number of search engines invokable by a
metasearch engine is large� a serious ine�ciency may
arise� Typically� for a given query� only a small frac�
tion of all search engines may contain useful docu�
ments to the query� If every search engine is blindly
invoked for each query� then unnecessary network traf�
c will be created when the query is sent to useless
search engines� In addition� local resources will be
wasted when useless databases are searched� A better
approach is to rst identify those search engines that
are most likely to provide useful results to a given
query and then pass the query to only the identied
search engines� A challenge with this approach is how
to identify potentially useful search engines�

In this paper� the usefulness of a search engine to a
given query is measured by a pair of numbers �NoDoc�
AvgSim�� where NoDoc is the number of documents
in the database of the search engine whose similarities
with the query as measured by a certain global sim�
ilarity function are higher than a specied threshold
and AvgSim is the average similarity of these high�
similarity documents� �The global similarity function
may or may not be the same as the local similarity
function employed by a local search engine�� NoDoc
and AvgSim are dened precisely below�

NoDoc�T� q�D� � jfdjd � D and sim�q� d� � Tgj ���

AvgSim�T� q�D� �

P
d�D�sim�q�d�T sim�q� d�

NoDoc�T� q�D�
�	�



where jXj denotes the number elements in set X� T is
a threshold� D is the database of a search engine and
sim�q� d� is the similarity between a query q and a doc�
ument d in D� A query is simply a set of words submit�
ted by a user� It is transformed into a vector of terms
with weights ����� A document is also transformed into
a vector with weights� The similarity between a query
and a document can be measured by the dot product
of the two vectors� Often� the dot product is divided
by the product of the norms of the two vectors� where
the norm of a vector �x�� ���� xn� is

pPn

i�� x
�
i � This

is to normalize the similarity between 
 and �� The
similarity function with such a normalization is known
as the Cosine function ��������

This paper has several contributions� First� a new
measure is proposed to characterize the usefulness of
�the database of� a search engine with respect to a
query� The new measure is easy to understand and
very informative� Second� a new statistical method is
proposed to identify search engines to use for a given
query and to estimate the usefulness of a search en�
gine for the query� We will show that both NoDoc
and AvgSim can be obtained from the same process�
Therefore� little additional e�ort is required to com�
pute both of them in comparison to obtaining any
one of them only� The method yields very accurate
estimates as demonstrated by experimental results�
It also guarantees the following property� Let the
largest similarity of a document with a query among
all documents in search engine i be max simi� Suppose
max simi � max simj and a threshold of retrieval T is
set such that max simi � T � max simj� then based
on our method� search engine i will be invoked while
search engine j will not if the query is a single term
query� In other words� our method identies correct
search engines to invoke for single�term queries which
constitutes a signicant portion of all Internet queries�
This is consistent to the ideal situation where docu�
ments are examined in descending order of similarity�
In addition� the new method is quite robust as it can
still yield good result even when approximate statisti�
cal data are used�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Sec�
tion 	 reviews related work� Section � presents our
method for estimating the usefulness of search engines�
Experimental results will be presented in Section ��
Section � concludes the paper�

� Related Work

Several methods have been proposed to identify po�
tentially useful search engines in a metasearch envi�
ronment ������
����	
�� However� the database repre�
sentatives in most methods cannot be used to esti�
mate the number of globally most similar documents
in each search engine ����
����	
�� The measures used
by these methods to rank the search engines are dif�
cult to understand and a separate method has to be
used to convert these measures to the number of doc�
uments to retrieve from each search engine� Another
shortcoming of these measures is that they are inde�
pendent of the similarity threshold �or the number of

documents desired by the user�� As a result� a search
engine will always be ranked the same regardless of
how many documents are desired� if the databases of
these search engines are xed� A probabilistic model
for distributed information retrieval is proposed in �	��
The method is more suitable in a feedback environ�
ment� i�e�� documents previously retrieved have been
identied to be either relevant or irrelevant�

The usefulness of a search engine with respect to
a given query in gGlOSS ��� is dened to be the sum
of all document similarities with the query that are
greater than a threshold� This usefulness measure is
less informative than our measure� The representative
of gGlOSS can be used to estimate the number of use�
ful documents in a database ��� and consequently� it
can be used to estimate our measure� However� the
estimation methods used in gGlOSS are very di�er�
ent from ours� The estimation methods employed in
����� are based on two very restrictive assumptions�
One is the high�correlation assumption �for any given
database� if query term j appears in at least as many
documents as query term k� then every document con�
taining term k also contains term j� and the other is
the disjoint assumption �for a given database� for all
term j and term k� the set of documents containing
term j is disjoint with the set of documents containing
term k�� Due to the restrictiveness of the above as�
sumptions� the estimates provided by these two meth�
ods are not accurate� Note that when the measure of
similarity sum is used� the estimates produced by the
two methods in gGlOSS form lower and upper bounds
to the true similarity sum� As a result� the two meth�
ods are more useful when used together than when
used separately� However� when the measure is the
number of useful documents� the estimates produced
by the two methods in gGlOSS no longer form bounds
to the true number of useful documents�

���� proposed a method to estimate the number of
useful documents in a database for the binary and in�
dependent case� In this case� each document d is rep�
resented as a binary vector such that a 
 or � at the
ith position indicates the absence or presence of term
ti in d� and the occurrences of terms in di�erent doc�
uments are assumed to be independent� This method
was later extended to the binary and dependent case
in ����� where dependencies among terms are incorpo�
rated� A substantial amount of information will be
lost when documents are represented by binary vec�
tors� As a result� it is seldom used in practice� The
estimation method in ���� permits term weights to be
non�binary but it utilizes the non�binary information
in a way which is very di�erent from the subrange�
based method to be described in Section ��

� A New Method for Usefulness Esti�
mation

We present our method for estimating the useful�
ness of a search engine in Section ���� A simple tech�
nique for improving the scalability of the method will
be discussed in Section ��	�

��� The Subrange�based Method



Consider a database D of a search engine with m
distinct terms� Each document d in this database can
be represented as a vector d � �d�� � � � � dm�� where
di is the weight �or signicance� of the ith term ti
in representing the document� � � i � m� Each
query can be similarly represented� Consider query
q � �u�� u�� ���� um�� where ui is the weight of ti in
the query� � � i � m� The similarity between q
and document d can be dened as the dot prod�
uct of their respective vectors� namely sim�q� d� �
u� � d� � � � � � um � dm� Similarities are often nor�
malized between 
 and �� One common normalized
similarity function is the Cosine function �����

We rst consider the case when the database D is
represented as m pairs f�pi� wi�g� i � �� ����m� where
pi is the probability that term ti appears in a doc�
ument in D and wi is the average of the weights
of ti in the set of documents containing ti� For a
given query q � �u�� u�� ���� um�� the database repre�
sentative can be used to estimate the usefulness of
D� Without loss of generality� we assume that only
the rst r ui�s are non�zero� 
 � r � m� There�
fore� q becomes �u�� u�� ���� ur� and sim�q� d� becomes
u� � d�� � � �� ur � dr� This implies that only the rst
r terms in each document in D need to be considered�

Consider the following generating function�

�p� �X
w��u� � ��� p��� � �p� �X

w��u� � ��� p���

� � � � � �pr �X
wr�ur � ��� pr�� ���

where X is a dummy variable� The following proposi�
tion relates the coe�cients of the terms in the above
function with the probabilities that documents in D
have certain similarities with q �����

Proposition �� Let q and D be dened as above� If
the terms are independent and the weight of term ti
whenever present in a document is wi� which is given
in the database representative �� � i � r�� then the
coe�cient of Xs in function ��� is the probability that
a document in D has similarity s with q�

Example ���� Let q be a query with three terms with
all weights equal to �� i�e�� q � �u�� u�� u�� � ��� �� ��
�for ease of understanding� the weights of terms in the
query and documents are not normalized�� Suppose
database D has ve documents and their vector rep�
resentations are �only components corresponding to
query terms are given�� ��� 
� 
�� ��� �� 
�� �
� 
� 	��
�	� 
� 	� and �
� 
� 
�� Namely� the rst document has
query term � and the corresponding weight is �� Other
document vectors can be interpreted similarly� From
the ve documents in D� we have �p�� w�� � �
��� 	� as
� out of the � documents have term � and the average
weight of term � in such documents is 	� Similarly�
�p�� w�� � �
�	� �� and �p�� w�� � �
��� 	�� Therefore�
the corresponding generating function is�

�
�� �X� � 
����
�	 �X � 
����
�� �X� � 
��� ���

Consider the coe�cient of X� in the function�
Clearly� it is the sum of p� � �� � p�� � �� � p�� and
���p������p���p�� The former is the probability that

a document in D has exactly the rst query term and
the corresponding similarity with q is w� � u� ��	��
The latter is the probability that a document in D
has exactly the last query term and the corresponding
similarity is w� � u� ��	�� Therefore� the coe�cient
of X� �� 
����� is the estimated probability that a
document in D has similarity 	 with q�

After expanding the generating function ��� and
merging terms with the same Xs� we obtain

a� �X
b� � a� �X

b� � � � �� ac �X
bc ���

We assume that the terms in ��� are listed in descend�
ing order of the exponents� i�e�� b� � b� � ��� � bc�
By Proposition �� ai is the probability that a docu�
ment in D has similarity bi with q� In other words� if
database D contains n documents� then n � ai is the
expected number of documents that have similarity bi
with query q� For a given similarity threshold T � let
C be the largest integer to satisfy bC � T � Then� the
expected number of documents whose similarity with

query q is greater than T is
PC

i���n � ai�� That is�
the NoDoc measure of D for query q based on thresh�
old T �i�e� the number of documents in database D
whose similarities with q are greater than T � can be
estimated as�

est NoDoc�T� q�D� �
CX

i��

n � ai � n

CX

i��

ai ���

Note that n � ai � bi is the expected sum of all simi�
larities of those documents whose similarities with the
query are bi� Then

PC

i���n�ai�bi� is the expected sum
of all similarities of those documents whose similari�
ties with the query are greater than T � Therefore� the
AvgSim measure of D for query q based on threshold
T �i�e�� the average similarity of those documents in
database D whose similarities with q are greater than
T � can be estimated as�

est AvgSim�T� q�D� �
n
PC

i�� ai � bi

n
PC

i�� ai
�

PC

i�� ai � biPC

i�� ai

Since both NoDoc and AvgSim can be estimated
from the same expanded expression ���� estimating
both of them requires little additional e�ort in com�
parison to estimating only one of them�

Example ���� �Continue Example ����� When the
generating function ��� is expanded� we have�


�
�� �X� � 
���	 �X� � 
��
� �X� � 
���� �X�

�
�
�� �X � 
���	

From the above estimation formulas� we have
est NoDoc��� q�D� � � � �
�
�� � 
���	� � ��	 and
est AvgSim��� q�D� � �
�
�� � ��
���	 �����
�
���

���	� � ��	� It is interesting to note that the ac�
tual NoDoc is NoDoc��� q�D� � � since there is one
document having similarity higher than � with q �the
fourth and the similarity is �� and the actual AvgSim
is AvgSim��� q�D� � ��



One unrealistic assumption used in Proposition �
is that all documents having a term have the same
weight for the term� We now present a subrange�based
statistical method to overcome the problem�

Consider a term t� Let w and � be the average
and standard deviation of the weights of t in the set
of documents containing t� respectively� Let p be the
probability that term t appears in a document in the
database� Based on the above discussion� if term t
is specied in a query� then the following polynomial
is included in the probability generating function �see
Expression �����

p �Xu�w � ��� p� ���

where u is the weight of the term in the user query�
This expression essentially assumes that the term

t has an uniform weight of w for all documents con�
taining the term� In reality� the term may have a
non�uniform distribution among the documents hav�
ing the term� Let these weights in non�ascending order
of magnitude be w�� w�� ���� wk� where k � p � n is the
number of documents having the term and n is the
total number of documents in the database� Suppose
we partition the weight range of t into � subranges�
each containing 	�� of the term weights� as follows�
The rst subrange contains the weights from w� to
ws� where s � 	�� � k� the second subrange contains
the weight ws�� to wt� where t � �
� � k� the third
subrange contains the weights from wt�� to wv� where
v � ��� � k and the last subrange contains weights
from wv�� to wk� In the rst subrange� the median is
the �	�� � k�	��th weight of the term weights in the
subrange and is wm�� where m� � �	��� � k� simi�
larly� the median weights in the second� the third and
the fourth subranges are wm�� wm� and wm�� respec�
tively� where m	 � ����� � k�m� � �	��� � k and
m� � ������k� This can be illustrated by the follow�
ing gure�

m1 m2 k s  t m3 v m4

0 87.5 10012.5 25 37.5 50 62.5 75

Then� the distribution of the term weights of t may
be approximated by the following distribution� The
term has a uniform weight of wm� for 	�� of the k
documents having the term� another uniform weight
of wm� for the next 	�� of the k documents� another
uniform weight of wm� for the next 	�� of documents
and another uniform weight of wm� for the last 	��
of documents�

With the above weight approximation� for a query
containing term t� polynomial ��� in the generating
function can be replaced by the following polynomial�

p� �X
u�wm� � p� �X

u�wm� � p� �X
u�wm�

� p� �X
u�wm� � ��� p� ���

where pj is the probability that term t occurs in a doc�
ument and has a weight of wmj � j � �� 	� �� �� Since
	�� of those documents having term t are assumed to

have a weight of wmj for t and for each j� pj � p���
Essentially� polynomial ��� is obtained from polyno�
mial ��� by decomposing the probability p that a doc�
ument has the term into � probabilities� p�� p�� p� and
p�� corresponding to the � subranges� A weight of
term t in the rst subrange� for instance� is assumed
to be wm� and the corresponding exponent of X in
polynomial ��� is the similarity due to this term t�
which equals u � wm�� taking into consideration the
query term weight� u�

Since it is expensive to nd and to store
wm�� wm�� wm� and wm�� they are approximated by
assuming that the weight distribution of the term is
normal� Then wmi � w � ci � �� where � is the stan�
dard deviation and ci is a constant that can be looked
up from a table for the standard normal distribution�
It should be noted that these constants are indepen�
dent of individual terms and therefore one set of such
constants is su�cient for all terms�

Example ���� Suppose the average weight of a term
t is w � 	�� �to ease presentation� assume that term
weights are not normalized� and the standard devia�
tion of the weights of the term is ���� From a table
of the standard normal distribution� c� � ����� c� �

����� c� � �
���� and c� � ������ Note that these
constants are independent of the term� Thus� wm� �
w�c����� � ��	���wm� � w�c����� � ��	����wm� �
w� c� � ��� � 	����� and wm� � w� c� � ��� � ���
��

Suppose the probability that a document in the
database has the term t is 
��	� Then pi � 
�
�� for i
� �� 	� � and �� Suppose the weight of the term t in
the query is 	� Then� the polynomial for the term t in
the generating function is


�
� �X���� � 
�
� �X	���	�� 
�
� �X��

��

�
�
� �X��	� � 
���

In general� it is not necessary to divide the weights
of the term into � equal subranges� For example� we
can divide the weights into � subranges of di�erent
sizes� In the experiments we report in Section �� a
specic six�subrange is used with a special subrange
�i�e�� the highest subrange� containing the maximum
normalized weight only �see Section ��� The proba�
bility for the highest subrange is set to be � divided
by the number of documents in the database� This
probability may be an underestimate� However� since
di�erent documents usually have di�erent norms and
therefore there is usually only one document having
the largest normalized weight� the estimated proba�
bility is reasonable�

Note that the subrange�based method needs to
know the standard deviation of the weights for each
term� As a result� a database with m terms is now
represented as m triplets f�pi� wi� �i�g� i � �� ����m�
where pi is the probability that term ti appears in a
document in the database� wi is the average weight of
term ti in all documents containing the term and �i is
the standard deviation of the weights of ti in all doc�
uments containing ti� Furthermore� if the maximum
normalized weight of each term is used by the highest



subrange� then the database representative will con�
tain m quadruplets f�pi� wi� �i�mwi�g� with mwi be�
ing the maximum normalized weight for term ti� Our
experimental results indicate that the maximum nor�
malized weight is a critical parameter that can drasti�
cally improve the estimation accuracy of search engine
usefulness�

We now provide some insight into why the maxi�
mum normalized weight is critically important for cor�
rectly identifying useful search engines for single�term
queries� Consider a query q that contains a single term
t� Suppose the similarity function is the widely used
Cosine function� Then the query has a normalized
weight of � for t and the similarity of a document d
with the query q is w�� which is the dot product � �w��
where w� � w�jdj is the normalized weight of t in doc�
ument d� jdj is the norm of d� andw is the weight of the
term in d before normalization� Consider a database
D� that contains documents having term t� Let mw�
be the maximum normalized weight of term t among
all documents in database D�� Then the component
of the database representative concerning term t will
contain mw�� Suppose the highest subrange contains
the maximum normalized weight only and its proba�
bility is set to be � divided by the number of docu�
ments in the database� Then the generating function
for the query q for the database D� is�

p� �X
mw� � ����

where p� is set to be ��n and n is the number of
documents in this database� For a di�erent database
Di� i �� �� having maximum normalized term weight
mwi for term t� the generating function for the same
query for database Di is obtained by replacing mw�
by mwi in the above expression �with p� being mod�
ied accordingly�� Suppose mw� is the largest nor�
malized term weight of term t among all databases
and mw� is the second largest with mw� � mw��
Suppose the threshold of retrieval T is set such that
mw� � T � mw�� Then� the estimated number of
documents with similarities greater than T in database
D� is at least p� � n � � because mw� � T � Since
mw� � T � the estimated numbers of documents with
similarities greater than T in database D� and other
databases are zero� Thus� database D� is the only
database which can be identied by our estimation
method as having documents with similarities greater
than T for the single term query� This identication
is correct because documents with normalized term
weightmw� can only appear in database D� and docu�
ments in other databases have similarities less than or
equal to mw�� In general� if the maximumnormalized
weights of term t in the databases are arranged in de�
scending order mw� � mw� � ��� � mws � ��� � mwv�
where v is the number of databases� and the threshold
T is set such that mws�� � T � mws� then databases
D�� D�� ���� Ds�� will be identied by our estimation
method to be useful� This identication is consistent
with the ideal situation where these databases contain
documents with similarities greater than T and other
databases do not have the desired documents �with
similarities greater than T�� Thus� when the highest

subrange contains the maximum normalized weight
only� our method guarantees the correct identication
of useful search engines for single term queries� The
same argument applies to other similarity functions
such as ����� It is reported in ����� that the percent�
age of single�term queries in the Internet is quite high
��
� or much higher�� Thus� for a large percentage
of all Internet queries� our method guarantees optimal
identication when the maximum normalized weight
of each term is utilized�

��� Improving the Scalability

If the representative of a database used by an es�
timation method has a large size relative to that of
the database� then this estimation method will have
a poor scalability� Suppose each term occupies four
bytes� Suppose each number �probability� average
weight� standard deviation and maximum normalized
weight� also occupies � bytes� Then based on our esti�
mation method� 	
�k bytes of space is needed to store
the database representative for a database with k dif�
ferent terms� The following table shows� for several
document collections� the percentage of the sizes of
the database representatives based on our approach
relative to the sizes of the original document collec�
tions� All sizes are in pages of 	 KB�

collection size �dist� terms rep� size �

WSJ ��
�	 �	
�� �	
� ���	
FR ����	 ��
�	� ��
� ���
DOE �	�	� ��
��	 ��
� ����

The statistics of the second and third columns of
the three document collections� namely� WSJ �Wall
Street Journal�� FR �Federal Register� and DOE �De�
partment of Energy�� were collected by ARPA�NIST
���� The above table shows that for the three
databases� the sizes of the representatives range from
����� to ���
� of the sizes of the actual databases�
Therefore� our approach is fairly scalable� Also� typ�
ically� the percentage of space needed for a database
representative relative to the database size will de�
crease as the database grows� This is because when
new documents are added to a large database� the
number of distinct terms either remains unchanged or
grows slowly�

A simple method to reduce the size of a database
representative is as follows� Instead of using � bytes
for each number� a one�byte number can be used to
approximate it� For example� all probabilities are in
interval �
� ��� Using one byte� 	�� di�erent values can
be represented� Based on this� interval �
� �� can be
partitioned into 	�� equal�length intervals� Next� the
average of the probabilities falling into each small in�
terval can be computed� Finally� we map each original
probability to the average of its corresponding inter�
val� Experimental results show �see Section �� that
the approximation has negligible impact on the esti�
mation accuracy of database usefulness� When the
above scheme is used� the size of the representative
of a database with k terms drops to � � k bytes from
	
 � k bytes� As a result� the sizes of the database



representatives for the above databases will be about
���� to �� of the database sizes�

� Experimental Results

Three databases� D�� D	 and D�� and a collection
of ��	�� queries were used in the experiment� D��
containing ��� documents� is the largest among the
�� databases that were collected at Stanford Univer�
sity for testing the gGlOSS system� The �� databases
are snapshots of �� newsgroups at the Stanford CS De�
partment news host� D	� containing ����� documents�
was obtained by merging the two largest databases
among the �� databases� D�� containing ��
�� doc�
uments� was obtained by merging the 	� smallest
databases among the �� databases� As a result� the
documents in D� are more diverse than those in D	
and the documents in D	 are more diverse than those
in D�� The queries are real queries submitted by
users to the SIFT Netnews server ���� Since most user
queries in the Internet environment are short ����	��
only queries with no more than � terms are used in our
experiments� Approximately �
� of the ��	�� queries
in our experiments are single�term queries�

For all documents and queries� non�content words
such as �the�� �of�� etc� are removed� The similarity
function is the Cosine function which guarantees that
the similarity between any query and document with
non�negative term weights will be between 
 and ��
As a result� no threshold larger than � is needed�

We rst present the experimental results when the
database representative is represented by a set of
quadruplets �wi� pi� �i�mwi� �average weight� prob�
ability� standard deviation� maximum normalized
weight� and each number is the original number �i�e��
no approximation is used�� The results will be com�
pared against the estimates generated by the method
for the high�correlation case and our previous method
proposed in ����� �The method in ���� is similar to
the basic method described in Section ��� of this pa�
per except that it also utilizes the standard deviation
of the weights of each term in all documents to dy�
namically adjust the average weight and probability
of each query term according to the threshold used
for the query� No experimental results for the method
based on the disjoint case ��� will be reported here as
we have shown that this method underperforms the
method based on the high�correlation case ������ We
then present the results when the database represen�
tative is still represented by a set of quadruplets but
each number is approximated by a one�byte number�
This is to investigate whether our method can tolerate
certain degree of inaccuracy on the numbers used in
the database representative� These experiments use
six subranges for our subrange�based method� The
rst subrange contains only the maximum normal�
ized term weight� the other subranges have medians
at �� percentile� ���� percentile� �
 percentile� ����
percentile and �	�� percentile� respectively� Note that
narrower subranges are used for weights that are large
because those weights are often more important for
estimating database usefulness� especially when the
threshold is large� Finally� we present the results when

the database representative is represented by a set of
triplets �wi� pi� �i� and each number is the original
number� In other words� the maximum normalized
weight is not directly obtained but is estimated to be
the ���� percentile from the average weight and the
standard deviation� All other medians are determined
in the same manner as before� The experimental re�
sults show the importance of maximum normalized
weights in the estimation process�

Using Quadruplets and Original Numbers

Consider database D�� For each query and each
threshold� four usefulnesses are obtained� The rst is
the true usefulness obtained by comparing the query
with each document in the database� The other three
are estimated based on the database representatives
and estimation formulas of the following methods� ���
the method for the high�correlation case� �	� our previ�
ous method� and ��� our subrange�based method with
the database representative represented by a set of
quadruplets and each number being the original num�
ber� All estimated usefulnesses are rounded to inte�
gers� The experimental results for D� are summarized
in Tables � and 	�
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Table �� Comparison of d�N and d�S Using D�

In Tables � and 	� T is threshold and U is the num�
ber of queries that identify D� as useful �D� is useful
to a query if there is at least one document in D�
which has similarity greater than T with the query�
i�e�� the actual NoDoc is at least ��� When T � 
���
for instance� ����� out of ��	�� queries identify D� as
useful� The comparison of di�erent approaches are
based on the following three di�erent criteria�

match�mismatch� For a given threshold� �match�
reports among the queries that identify D� as use�
ful based on the true NoDoc� the number of queries
that also identify D� as useful based on the estimated
NoDoc� �mismatch� reports the number of queries
that identify D� as useful based on the estimated
NoDoc but in reality D� is not useful to these queries
based on the true NoDoc� For example� consider the
�match�mismatch� column using the method for the
high�correlation case� When T � 
��� �	������ means
that out of the ����� queries that identify D� as use�
ful based on the true NoDoc� 	�� queries also iden�
tify D� as useful based on the estimated NoDoc by



the high�correlation approach� and there are also ��
queries that identify D� as useful based on the high�
correlation approach but in reality� D� is not useful to
these �� queries� Clearly� a good estimation method
should have its �match� close to �U� and its �mis�
match� close to zero for any threshold� Note that
in practice� correctly identifying a useful database is
more signicant than incorrectly identifying a useless
database as a useful database� This is because miss�
ing a useful database does more harm than searching
a useless database� Therefore� if estimation method A
has a much larger �match� component than method B
while A�s �mismatch� component is not signicantly
larger than B�s �mismatch� component� then A should
be considered to be better than B�

Table � shows that the subrange�based approach
is substantially more accurate than our previous
method which in turn is substantially more accu�
rate than the high�correlation approach under the
�match�mismatch� criteria�

d�N� For each threshold T� the �d�N� �for �di�erence
in NoDoc�� measure for a given estimation method in�
dicates the average di�erence between the true NoDoc
and the estimated NoDoc over the queries that iden�
tify D� as useful based on the true NoDoc� For ex�
ample� for T � 
��� the average di�erence is over the
����� queries� The smaller the number in �d�N� is� the
better the corresponding estimation method is� Table
	 shows that the subrange�based approach is better
than our previous method for most thresholds which
in turn is much better than the high�correlation ap�
proach under the �d�N� criteria�

d�S� For each threshold T� the �d�S� �for �di�erence in
AvgSim�� measure for a given estimation method indi�
cates the average di�erence between the true AvgSim
and the estimated AvgSim over the queries that iden�
tify D� as useful based on the true NoDoc� The smaller
the number in �d�S� is� the better the correspond�
ing estimation method is� Table 	 shows that the
subrange�based approach is substantially more accu�
rate than the other two approaches for all thresholds�

The experimental results for database D	 are sum�
marized in Tables � and �� The experimental re�
sults for database D� are summarized in Tables �
and �� From Tables � to �� the following observa�
tions can be made� First� the subrange�based esti�
mation method signicantly outperformed the other
two methods for each database under each criteria�
Second� the �mismatch� components are smaller for
database D�� larger for database D	 and largest for
database D�� This is probably due to the increased
degrees of inhomogeneity of these three databases by
their construction�
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Using Quadruplets and Approximate Numbers

In Section ��	� we proposed a simple method to re�
duce the size of a database representative by approxi�
mating each needed number �such as average weight�
using one byte� Essentially no di�erence in perfor�
mance �compare Table � with Tables � and 	�� Similar
result can be obtained for databases D	 and D� �see
Tables � and ���
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Using Triplets and Original Numbers

In Section ���� we discussed the importance of the
maximumnormalized weights for correctly identifying
useful databases� especially when single term queries
are used� Since single term queries represent a large
fraction of all queries in the Internet environment� it is
expected that the use of maximumnormalized weights
will signicantly improve the overall estimation accu�
racy for all queries� Among ��	�� queries used in our
experiments� ����� are single term queries� Table �

shows the experimental results for database D� when
the maximum normalized weights are not explicitly



obtained� �Instead� it is assumed that for each term�
the normalized weights of the term in the set of doc�
uments containing the term satisfy a normal distribu�
tion and therefore the maximum normalized weight is
estimated to be the ���� percentile based on its av�
erage weight and its standard deviation�� Comparing
the results in Tables � and 	 with those in Table �
� it
is clear that the use of maximum normalized weights
can indeed improve the estimation accuracy substan�
tially� Similar conclusion can be reached for databases
D	 �see Table ��� and D� �see Table �	��
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� Conclusions

In this paper� we introduced a search engine useful�
ness measure that is intuitive and easily understand�
able� We proposed a statistical method to estimate the
usefulness of a given search engine with respect to each
query� Accurate estimation of the usefulness measure
allows a metasearch engine to send queries to only the
appropriate local search engines to be processed� This
will save both the communication cost and the local
processing cost substantially� Our estimation method
has the following properties�

�� The estimation makes use of the number of doc�
uments desired by the user �or the threshold of
retrieval�� unlike some other methods which rank
search engines independent of the above informa�
tion�

	� It guarantees that those search engines containing
the most similar documents are correctly identi�
ed when the submitted queries are single�term
queries�

�� Experimental results indicate that our estimation
method are much more accurate than existing
methods in identifying the correct search engines
to use� in estimating the number of potentially
useful documents in each database� and in esti�
mating the average similarity of the most similar
documents�

We intend to perform extensive experiments involv�
ing much larger and much more databases�
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